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About the UK & its (dairy) issues



67 million people (VIC: 6.7 million)

244,000 km2 (VIC: 227,444 km2)

1.85 million dairy cows (VIC: 1.5 million)

12,000 dairy farmers (VIC: 2,984; AUS: 4,420)

153 cows in average herd (VIC & AUS 260-270?)

8,200 litres/cow (VIC: 6,345; AUS: 6,203)

~80% herds access pasture (VIC: >98%?)

31% liquid milk, 25% cheese 

About the UK



Animal welfare & ethics
Climate change
Air and water quality 
Health / nutrition of dairy
 Land use competition / planning
Affordable, tasty alternatives

UK dairy farming issues







What is happening and what 
does it mean?



Means, motive and opportunity

Various, including Von Keyserlingk & Hotzel, 2015. The Ticking Clock: Addressing Farm Animal Welfare in Emerging Countries, Journal of Agricultural and Environmental Ethics; 
and Frank, 2008. Is there an “animal welfare Kuznets curve”?, Ecological Economics

 Capability (means) 
 Technology – microcameras, drones, smartphones
 Social media – platforms for citizen journalism
 Sophistication – campaign groups are sophisticated & well-organised

 Global narrative (motive)
 Anti-livestock agenda fuelled by EAT Lancet
 Climate change – methane reduction
 Animal sentience – evolving science/positions

 People and society (opportunity)
 Urbanisation
 Gen Z
 Rising disposable income / standard of living
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 If a consumer doesn’t like what we’re doing?
 Stops buying dairy…but price, freshness, taste can override this
 In fact, FAO/OECD forecasts show consumption still forecast to rise…

 If a citizen doesn’t like what we’re doing?
 Withdraws social licence to operate
Activism & incursions
Escalating retailer demands
New legislation
Growing planning constraints

 …Leading to potentially significant business disruption

We need to start thinking about people feeling good about dairy farming

Consumers versus society



What can we do?



Meng, M.B. (1992), ``Early identification aids issues management'', Public Relations Journal, March; Hainsworth, B.E. (1990), ``Issues management'', Public Relations Review

Be proactive!



Accept and ‘own’ concerns over welfare



What is ‘good welfare’?
 Farmers focus on regular care based on habit and good intentions
 Scientists focus on biological parameters
Animal protection organisations combine animal nature and maximal 

care
 The public focuses on icons like space, straw and outdoor access

Recognise that we see welfare differently

De Greef et al, 2006. A simple value-distinction approach aids transparency in farm animal welfare debate. Journal of Agricultural & Environmental Ethics. 
Summary based on Beekman et al, 2003; Bracke et al, 2004; De Greef et al, 2004; Stafleu et al, 2004; Welfare Quality, 2004.



Jackson et al, 2020. Is it all about grazing? UK citizens have diverse preferences for how dairy cows should be managed. Journal of Dairy Science.

Understand public preferences



What perception of dairy farming was this based on?
What was their understanding of the terms used?
What outcomes did they want to achieve?
What about the ‘wants’ we left out?

 Face to face interviews with 60 from the survey group

But what lies beneath…?



Force of 
NatureFellowEnduring ModernisingTraditional

How do they ‘frame’ dairy farming?

The Cow The Farmer

Jackson et al. (2022). Fellow Cows and Conflicting Farmers: Public perceptions of dairy farming uncovered through frame analysis. Frontiers in 
Veterinary Science



 Big connections to the cow 
 Farmers judged by concern for cow

 “We have a stake in this – don’t dismiss us”
 “Show us you care in ways I understand”
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What system they prefer & why?

Jackson et al. 2022. Understanding public preferences for different dairy farming systems using a mixed methods approach. Journal of Dairy Science



 Cow is both domestic and wild, so needs protection & naturalness
  “We have views on a cow’s needs!”

 People don’t know how a cow should live 
 They fill this gap using memories, experiences & media images, by 

anthropomorphising, or by delegating to others, including the 
farmer & the cow
  “Give us new memories/experiences/images we can trust – or 

put trusted people (or the cow) in control!”



How do we use our insights?



Apply to issues management …

Accountability Transparency

ActionRelatability
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 Accountability
Respect public preferences 
Own our issues
Don’t get caught out

 Transparency 
 Increase familiarity – fill the gaps ourselves
Be honest about the challenges we face

Managing our issues
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Relatability
 Show shared values and common goals, not differences
 Find good ‘brand ambassadors’ to communicate authentically

 Action
 Listen, and respond – then anticipate to get ahead
Visibly and demonstrably act on our issues – and keep acting

Managing the issue

But…this will require change!



If we change, will it work?



Accountability & Transparency

VMD, 2021. Veterinary Antimicrobial Resistance and Sales 
Surveillance 2021
FAO, 2022. Tackling antimicrobial use and resistance in food-
producing animals



“The UK farming industry has 
‘owned’ this problem…”
Professor Peter Borriello
former Chief Executive, Veterinary 
Medicines Directorate

“I can’t tell you how proud I am of our 
farmers . . . they set their own targets and 
just got on with it – fantastic!”
Dame Sally Davies, former Chief Medical 
Officer



Relatability



Action



“I love that he's 
so happy about 
making his cows 
happy”

“You know someone is a 
good farmer when they care 
this much about making 
their cows happy.”

“So refreshing to see 
people who really 
love their animals”

“I love this man for really really
caring how his animals feel!!! HAPPY 
COWS”

“I love how this guy is 
happy about his cows’ 
happiness” 

“I'm not a farm person at all, but this is too cute. Those cows just looked like 
kittens having fun, it's great to see people caring about those animals like this.”



Action






Live and happening in Australia now!

•Gain insights in how the red meat 
industry is viewed by the Australian 
community.

•Understand how to put your values at 
the centre of communication to build 
trust and engage authentically on 
behalf of the industry.

•Develop skills to communicate via 
media and social media to share your 
story as well as your industry expertise.
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1. The future is about more than dairy sales – it’s also 
about being a valued part of society 

2. We must treat consumer AND public views, concerns 
and ‘wants’ with respect 

3. Let’s talk a language people understand and act on 
the things they care about

4. Being relatable is better than being different 

5. Times are changing – and we need to change to get 
(and stay) ahead of the game

Conclusions
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 Email: amy@oxtale.co.uk
 Twitter: @Oxtale
 LinkedIn: /amyatoxtale

Thank you!
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